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Abstract. In this review we present the salient features of dynamical chaos in classical gauge
theories with spatially homogeneous fields. The chaotic behaviour displayed by both abelian and
non-abelian gauge theories and the effect of the Higgs term in both cases are discussed. The role
of the Chern-Simons term in these theories is examined in detail. Whereas, in the abelian case,
the pure Chern-Simons-Higgs system is integrable, addition of the Maxwell term renders the
system chaotic. In contrast, the non-abelian Chern-Simons-Higgs system is chaotic both in the
presence and the absence of the Yang-Mills term. We support our conclusions with numerical
studies on plots of phase trajectories and Lyapunov exponents. Analytical tests of integrability
such as the Painlev~ criterion are carded out for these theories. The role of the various terms in the
Hamiltonians for the abelian Higgs, Yang-Mills-Higgs and Yang-Mills-Chem-Simons-Higgs
systems with spatially homogeneous fields, in determining the nature of order-disorder transitions is
highlighted, and the effects are shown to be counter-intuitive in the last-named system.
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1. Introduction and overview
The dynamical behaviour of gauge theories, whose importance in particle physics is
well known, has been studied in detail in recent times. This has been a primer to the
understanding of the chaotic behaviour of field theories. Early investigations along
these lines in the context of non-abelian gauge theories were carried out with an aim
to understanding the structure of the field-theoretic vacuum and the asymptotic states
of the theory [1] with particular reference to strong interaction physics. This was
motivated by the belief that there was a connection between colour confinement and
chaos in quantum chromodynamics, the popular theory of strong interactions. Further
interest in such investigations arose because some gauge theories support solitons, and in
a sense, these topological structures and chaos are examples of opposite extremes of
nonlinear behaviour, and their coexistence in field theories needs to be examined and
understood.
Since the systems considered are conservative and are described by Hamiltonians,
non-integrability of the evolution equations implies chaos. From this point of view,
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extensive studies have been conducted on the classical Yang-Mills (YM) system which
is the non-abelian gauge theory that (when suitably adapted) describes certain
fundamental interactions in particle physics. Even in the late seventies, attention was
drawn to the fact that only if self-duality conditions are imposed, are the classical YM
equations integrable [2]. This was confirmed by the Painle% test for integrability in the
special case of the self-dual SU(2) YM theory [3]. In the general case, where self-duality
conditions are not imposed, most results reported in the literature pertain to a special
reduction of the classical YM equation. This reduction corresponds to obtaining a
dynamical system (DS) from the field theory by considering the fields to be spatially
homogeneous.
Although the DS is an extremely simplified version of any field theory, there exists a
well-defined limit where this simplification is justified. The field configurations relevant
for the ground state of quantum chromodynamics, for instance, would vary only slowly in
space and would correspond to a long wavelength region. The DS involving spatially
homogeneous fields is a good approximation in this case. In particle production it is
conjectured that chaotic field configurations may be excited during violent collisions of
particles, in localized regions of space, where the fields are approximately homogeneous.
These could contribute significantly to some physical processes, in which their signatures
would be unique [4].
The DS that is obtained from the field theory by assuming the fields to be spatially
homogeneous is clearly governed by coupled ordinary differential equations describing
the time evolution of the fields, in contrast to the full field theory described by a
complicated set of coupled partial differential equations. YMDS which is the dynamical
system obtained in this manner from the YM field theory, was shown numerically to
be chaotic, in the SU(2) case, for a suitable choice of ansatz for the spatially
homogeneous gauge fields [5]. The ansatz reduces the theory to a dynamical system with
two degrees of freedom, since the time component A~ of the gauge potential (a is an
SU(2) index) is set equal to zero and the space components are defined in terms of two
variables alone. Whereas the Liouville-Arnol'd criterion for integrability requires the
existence of two constants of the motion, only the Hamiltonian corresponding to YMDS
is conserved and no additional first integral exists. Numerical studies of the phase
trajectories add support to the inference that YMDS is chaotic. In [5] it has been
conjectured that since there exists at least one reduction of the YM field theory which is
chaotic, the full field theory should also exhibit chaos. It is worth noting that yet another
reduction obtained by a different choice of ansatz for the spatially homogeneous fields
leads to nonlinear plane wave solutions of the YM equations in Minkowski space, which
also exhibit chaotic behaviour [6]. Analytical tests of integrability like the ARS method
[7] would be conducted in the same spirit, by examining in principle all reductions of the
coupled partial differential equations describing the field theory of interest. The complete
field theory is said to be integrable if all reductions pass the analytical test for
integrability.
The YMDS equation has been investigated from the point of view of ergodic theory
[8, 9] wherein it is inferred that it displays strong statistical properties, and is
homeomorphic to the Krylov-Sinai billiards system with hyperbolic walls.
The chaotic nature of the YM field equations has, been explicitly verified in [10, t 1]
where it is shown that the phase space near the Wu-Yang static solution is a stochastic
P r a m a n a - J. P h y s . ,
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region. The verification of the existence of spatio-temporal chaos in this case, relies
essentially on the Fermi-Pasta-Ulam approach [12] where the continuous string is
replaced by a discrete lattice, for numerical purposes.
These conclusions based on YMDS (and further strengthened by explicit fieldtheoretic computations) change significantly when Higgs terms are added to the gauge
field. The Yang-Mills-Higgs (YMH) system has been extensively investigated in this
respect. YMH is important in particle physics as several physical models based on it,
incorporating spontaneous breakdown of the gauge symmetry, have been suggested and
successfully applied to the unification of the fundamental forces of nature.
From the point of view of DS, the SO(3) Georgi-Glashow model which admits
monopole solutions has been shown (under suitable assumptions), to exhibit chaos when
reduced to its dynamical counterpart where the fields are considered to be spatially
homogeneous [13, 14]. By applying the Painlev6 prescription it has been established in
[14] that the model, with a suitable ansatz for the gauge fields and the Higgs field gb, is
algebraically non-integrable for A > 2g 2. Here A is the coefficient of t~4 in the Lagrangian
and g is the gauge coupling constant. The Toda-Brumer criterion [15] when applied to
this model yields an expression for the critical energy for the onset of chaos, in terms of A
and m (the coefficient of ~b2 in the Lagrangian).The full field-theoretic version of the
SO(3) Georgi-Glashow model has also been investigated by considering the phase space
around the t'Hooft-Polyakov monopole solution [16]. There exists a phase transition in
the system in the following sense: For small perturbations around the t'Hooft-Polyakov
monopole solution, the motion is regular and the system is close to an integrable one. As
the strength of the perturbation increases above a critical value, the motion becomes
chaotic. Since the pure YM system is always chaotic, this result shows that the Higgs
fields are necessary to have an ordered phase in the theory.
In order to address the question of whether the order-chaos transition is an inherent
phenomenon only observed in the case where a monopole solution exists in the system, a
different model has been considered in the literature [17]. This is described by an SU(2)
YMH theory which admits spherically symmetric sphaleron solutions and where the
fields are taken to be spatially homogeneous. Through extensive numerical work it is
established in this case too that an order-chaos transition occurs similar to that observed
in the monopole system.
The nature of chaos that arises in the abelian counterparts of the foregoing has
also been investigated [13, 14, 18]. The abelian Higgs (AH) model as a DS is shown to be
algebraically non-integrable in most of the type-I region of superconductivity [14]. The
conclusion is further supported by numerical work including investigation of phase plots
and Lyapunov exponents in both the Georgi-Glashow and AH cases [13].
It therefore appears from the details reviewed above that a chaotic system like YMDS
exhibits regularity for some parameter values if the Higgs term is introduced and that a
transition from order to chaos takes place in the YMH system. However, in contrast, the
message from the abelian counterpart seems to be that a regular system (Maxwell)
undergoes an order-to-chaos transition on introduction of the Higgs field. At this stage,
therefore, the role of the Higgs term is still not clear. More detailed studies on this aspect
have been undertaken in [ 19, 20, 21].
A related question pertains to whether other terms apart from the Higgs coupling can
produce order in YMDS for any suitable range of the parameters of the theory. A possible
P r a m a n a - J. P h y s . ,
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candidate in this regard would be the Chem-Simons (CS) term. In (2 + 1) dimensions the
CS term plays a very interesting role in both abelian electrodynamics and non-abelian
gauge theories [see, for example, [22]]. Owing to its presence, the gauge field acquires
mass and yet the theory is gauge invariant. The CS term can be generated through
spontaneous symmetry breaking [23]. Since it seems to implement the effect of the Higgs
term in this sense, it is important to know its effect on YM from the dynamical systems
point of view as well.
Interesting effects have been observed [4] in the YMCS system when the fields are
made spatially homogeneous. Order-chaos transitions occur within narrow energy ranges
and have been tracked in this model, for instance, in the energy range between 0.37 and
0.40 in suitable units. Below the lower limit of energy the system displays order and
above the upper limit, chaos. The authors have observed a hyperfine structure of orderchaos-order. . . . transitions present at all arbitrary small scales within the energy range
0.37 to 0.40.
Thus while both the CS and Higgs terms seem to bring about order-chaos transitions in
YMDS (which is otherwise totally chaotic), the transition region seems to display
different stochastic properties depending on whether the CS term or the Higgs term is
added to the gauge theory. It is therefore of interest to explore in detail the combined
effect of both the CS and Higgs couplings in the abelian and non-abelian situations. New
features emerge in this case, some of them rather counter-intuitive. The details of these
calculations are reported in [19, 20, 21], and will form the contents of the following
sections. Here we give a summary of the results.
We find that the abelian Chern-Simons-Higgs system without the Maxwell term
is integrable, whereas the inclusion of the Maxwell term makes the system chaotic
[19]. We then consider the SU(2) Yang-Mills-Chern-Simons-Higgs system with
homogeneous fields, both in the absence of the YM term (NACSH) and in its presence
(YMCSH) [20]. In contrast to the abelian case, where, in the absence of the Maxwell
term, the system is integrable, here both NACSH and YMCSH are non-integrable. All this
is verified by a Painlev6 analysis as well as by a study of phase plots and Lyapunov
exponents. In the case of YMCSH, the dimensionality of the phase space being large
(eighteen), we have restricted ourselves to those sections of phase space where we expect
interesting features and our plots reveal that the dynamical evolution ranges from regular
to chaotic behaviour. We see that in the limit of large Chern-Simons mass, large Higgs
coupling constant, or small gauge coupling constant, NACSH and YMCSH become
regular.
In the above analysis, we retain the full vector nature of the gauge fields and do
not restrict our study to just a single ansatz, in contrast to some of the earlier
works reported in the literature, on classical gauge theories as dynamical systems. We
have examined in detail the Lyapunov spectra for NACSH and YMCSH as functions
of the various couplings and parameters in the system [21]. We find that there exists
an interplay between the oscillatory effects of the CS term, the regularising effect
of the Higgs term and the completely chaotic nature of the YM term. However, a
striking feature that emerges in our investigations is that it is not true that an increase
in the Higgs coupling constant regularizes the gauge term at all energies. This only
happens, in fact, for small values of the energy; in this sense, the result is counterintuitive.
P r a m a n a - J. Phys.,
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2. The abelian Chern-Slmons-Higgs theory
2.1 The dynamical system
The Lagrangian density of the (2 + 1) dimensional Chern-Simons-Higgs system is given
by
L0 = m
~--a=#vpA
,.~,,17~, + I(O~, - ieA~,)~bl2

V(~),

(1)

where V(~b) is the Higgs potential and m is the Chern--Simons mass. The equations of
motion are
1

-ie ,
~A~,lc~12,
eu~'pFvp = 2m (60#dp - ~O~,(b*) m

(Or - ieA#)(O~ - ieA~')(b -

OV
c9~* "

(2)
(3)

The corresponding dynamical system (CSH) is obtained (as described in the preceding
section) by taking the fields to be spatially homogeneous. We also choose the gauge
A0 = 0, for convenience. Further, it can be easily seen that the phase of ~b is a constant.
Thus, ~b can be taken to be real without loss of generality.
The equations of motion for A1,A2 and ~b then become
•~2 ------- e2A1 t~2,

(4)

m

'41 = ezA2~b2,

(5)

m

1 0V
~+e2(A12 + a22)~b = - ~ - ~ .

(6)

The overhead dot refers to differentiation with respect to time. From these equations
it follows that (Am2 +A22) is a constant of the motion. Writing Al = Ccos X and
A2 = C sin X, we get
= --

e2

~b2,

(7)

m

+e2C2~P=- 1 0 V
2 0~b"

(8)

Hence the Chern-Simons-Higgs field theory reduces to a dynamical system, with two
degrees of freedom ~b and X whose equations of motion are as given above.
The Lagrangian which yields these equations is

Lc = px [)( + ~ (92] + (~)2 - e2cr2 q~2- V((b),

(9)

where Px is a Lagrange multiplier, and also the canonical momentum corresponding to X.
Also,

C2 _.~ C/2 Px.

(10)

m
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The corresponding Hamiltonian is
P~2
4

H

e2

mp,~ 2 +

e2Cr2~p2

(11)

+ v(~)

so that the equations of motion are
_ OH _ p~
Op~
1~0 --

(12)

2'

OH
2e 2
- ~ - m pxfb - 2e2 Ca fb = - 2e2 C2 (p
#

OH_
5( -- Op x
OH
& -

Ov
c3¢'

e2¢2

(13)
(14)

m

0 ~ - 0"

(15)

Thus we see that Px is a constant of the motion. Hence CSH has two degrees of freedom,
and two integrals of the motion, H and Px" Therefore the Liouville-Amol'd criterion for
integrability is satisfied by this DS. The Painlev~ test for integrability can be carded out
trivially and confirms that CSH is indeed an integrable system.
2.2 M a x w e l l - C h e r n - S i m o n s - H i g g s theory
We now turn our attention to the situation when the Maxwell term is added to the ChernSimons-Higgs field theory. The corresponding Lagrangian is given by
1
L = - ] F / w F u + me~vP
' auFvp2

+ I(0/' - ieAu)fb[2 - V(fb).

(16)

Again, choosing the gauge A0 = 0, and working with spatially homogeneous fields, we
see that ~ can be taken to be real, without loss of generality. The equations of motion
describing this DS, which we will refer to as MCSH, are as follows:
,~il + 2mA2 + 2e2Alt~ 2 = 0,

(17)

/~2 -- 2m,41 + 2e2A2~b2 = 0,

(18)

10V

+ e2(A12 + A22)cb = - ~ - ~ .

(19)

This system clearly has three degrees of freedom, A1,A2 and ~b. The Hamiltonian
appropriate to this system is given by
2

H = ![(/712t- rnA2)2 + (P2 + mA1) 21 + ~

+ e2(A12 +A22)~ b2 + V(~b), (20)

where Px, P2, and P3 are the canonical momenta corresponding to A1, A2 and ~b
respectively.
We work with the quartic Higgs potential
V(~) = ~ (t~ 2 - v2) 2
/.+
Pramana - J. Phys., Vol. 48, No. 2, February 1997 (Part II)
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and rename AI as ql, A2 as q2, and ~b as q3. Hamilton's equations then become
//1 = Pl - mq2,

(22)

q2 = P2 + mql,

(23)

i13 = P3
-~-,

(24)

ibl = --m(p2 -I- m q l ) - - 2e2qlq32,

(25)

[72 ~-- m(pl -- mq2) -- 2e2q2q32,

(26)

/~3 ------2e2(q~ + q2)q3 -- Aq3(~ -- v2).

(27)

We note that corresponding to the MCSH Hamiltonian, p( = A2Pl - Alp2, is a constant
of the motion. This feature can be used to express MCSH in terms of just two degrees of
freedom. In close analogy with the CSH case, we now define A1-=Acos ( and
A2 = A sin (. In terms of A, ~b and ~, Hamilton's equations read
(28)

= Pa,

/~a = -2e2q~2A + - - ~

- m 2A,

2'
/5~ = -2e2A2~b - ,~b(~b2 - - v2),
= m _p¢2
A3 ,
15¢ = 0.

(29)

(30)
(31)
(32)
(33)

This system has three degrees of freedom, while there appear to exist only two constants
of the motion. Hence one may suspect that the system could be chaotic. In order to verify
this, the Painlev6 test is sketched below. We first recast the above equations in the form of
the following second-order differential equations by exploiting the fact that ( is a cyclic
coordinate. We have
= -e24)A 2 _ 2 q~(4)2 - v2)

(34)

ft = - m 2 A -t-, p- -2~ _ 2e2A2q~2.

(35)

and

In terms of the rescaled variables x = qS/v, y = A / v , tt = evt, C = p(2 /e2v6, ~4 ~- )~/2e 2,
and B = m2 / e2v 2, we get the equations
2 = - x y 2 - .,4x(x2 - 1),
C

= - B y + -~ - 2x2y,

(36)
(37)

where the differentiation is with respect to t t.
P r a m a n a - J. P h y s . , Vol. 48, No. 2, February 1997 (Part El)
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Figure l(a). Plot of q3 vs P3 for the Maxwell Chem-Simons-Higgs system with
parameters m = 2,A = 2, v2 = 8 and e 2 = 1 and initial conditions ql = 1,q2 = 1,
q3 = 0.5,pl = l,p2 = 1 andp3 = 1.
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Figure l(b). Plot of q3 vs P3 for the Maxwell Chem-Simons-Higgs system with
parameters m = 2,A = 2,v 2 = 8 and e 2 = 100 and initial conditions q] = 1,q2 : 1,
q3 -- 0.5,pl = 1,p2 = 1 andp3 = 1.

W e fn'st find the dominant singularity structure b y setting x = a ( t - t o ) ~ and
to) 3, where a and 3 must be negative. This reveals that there exist two
possibilities for the l e a d i n g b e h a v i o u r : Case (1): a : - 1 , 3 = - 1 , a
2 = - 1 and
b 2 = .4 - 2. Case (2): a = - 1 , / 3 = 1 + 1V/(1 + ( 1 6 / . 4 ) ) , a 2 = - 2 / . 4 , and b is arbitrary.
F o r both cases, the resonance analysis reveals that the Painlev6 property fails for all
physical regions of the H i g g s potential, thus establishing that M C S H is not integrable.

y--b(t-

2.3 Numerical studies
To establish the chaotic b e h a v i o u r o f the M C S H system numerically, we report b e l o w the
results of a study [19] o f the corresponding phase space trajectories. In figures l(a) and
Pramana - J. Phys., Vol. 48, No. 2, F e b r u a r y 1997 (Part II)
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(b) we have displayed phase plots relating to MCSH. These are plots of q3 vs P3 for initial
conditions ql -- 1, q2 = 1, q3 = 0.5, pl = 1, p2 = 1 and P3 = 1. The parameter e2 is
chosen differently in figures l(a) and (b) as seen in the corresponding captions. Further,
while the CSH system is integrable, the MCSH plots are space-filling, signalling that
MCSH is not. Also, it is clear from figures 1(a) and (b) that with increase in the value of
e2, MCSH becomes more space-filling. A study of the maximal Lyapunov exponent for
MCSH as a function of the dimensionless parameter A/2e 2 reveals that it is positive, thus
establishing firmly that the system is chaotic.
3. The non-abelian Chern-Simons-Higgs theory
3.1 The pure Chern-Simons-Higgs system

The Lagrangian for the non-abelian SU(2) Chern-Simons-Higgs field theory in (2 + 1)
dimensional Minkowski space is given by

Fa

L - ~

a

_

~eabcnunvnaJ + Dufb~DUf~a - V(I~I)

(38)

where
a
b
c
Fa~v = OuAav - OuA~
+ geabcA~Av,

(39)

D~c~a : (0 u - igTIA1)~a.

(40)

and

Here Ta's are the generators of the SU(2) algebra, and tr[TaTb] = 2tSab. We consider a real
triplet representation for the Higgs field, the gauge Ao = 0, and spatially homogeneous
fields as before. Bold face letters denote vectors in SU(2) space. Corresponding to this
mechanical system (NACSH) the Gauss' law constraint is as given below:
mA1 × A2 = - O × ~.

(41)

The remaining equations of motion for the vector field are
A1 = ~ (A202 - 0 A 2 . ~),
m

(42)

~k2 = -- g2 (AI O2 - OAI" O).

(43)

m

The equation of motion for the Higgs field is
10V

= -gZ[(A2 + A2)0 - (AI" OA1 + A2" 0A2)] - 2 0 0 "

(44)

From the above we can check that (A~ + A 2) is a constant of the motion. The canonical
momenta are
PAt = mA2,
PA2 :

-mA1,

P r a m a n a - J. Phys., Vol. 48, No. 2, February 1997 (Part H)
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and
(47)

p~, = 2(b.
The Hamiltonian is given by
H=--+g2

A~+

4 2-(A1"4) 2

.4):]
J+

(48)

Hamilton's equations are
g2
A1 = ~'~ (PA, 42 -- 4pAl" 4),

(49)

13a, = -gZ(A142 -- 4A1 4),

(50)

"

,i,

P*

(51)

2'

Ov
lb6 = -2g2[(A~ + A~)4 - ( A l . 4A1 + A2.4A2)] - -0-4

(52)

As mA2 is the canonical momentum corresponding to A1 and - m A l the canonical
momentum corresponding to A2, the system has only six degrees of freedom. It appears
that H, (A 2 + A22), and the three constants of the motion corresponding to the Gauss' law
constraint are the only constants of the motion, for NACSH.
However, for the system to be integrable, there must be one more constant of the
motion. At this stage it is not clear if such a constant exists. We therefore carry out the
Painlev6 test for integrability, choosing the scalar Higgs potential to be a quartic of the
form V(~b) = (A/4)(~ 2 - v 2 ) ~.
It is clear that each of the three components of the gauge fields A1 and A2 obeys a
first-order differential equation and that each of the three components of the Higgs field
obeys a second-order differential equation. So we require twelve arbitrary constants in the
local representation of the general solution, if NACSH were integrable.
Carrying out the Painlev4 analysis, we first determine the leading behaviour by setting
A1 : al(t - to) a',

(53)

A2 = a2(t - to)~2,

(54)

= a ~ ( t - to) ~ .

(55)

We find that the leading behaviour is given by
A1 =/3~a,

(56)

A2 = fl2a,

(57)

¢ = a(t - to) -l.

(58)

with a 2 = -4/A.
For the resonance analysis we consider the next-to-leading order singularity by setting
A1 = ilia + (r(t - to)r,

(59)

A2 = j32a + ~r(t -- to) r,

(60)

= a(t

-

tO)-1 "at- ~r(t

P r a m a n a - J. Phys.,
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A detailed examination shows that the resonance values correspond to r = - 1 and 4 and
that we can write
A1 = flla[1 + p l ( t - t0)r],

(62)

A2 = fl2a[l +p2(t - to) r]

(63)

and
= a(t - t0) -1 [1 + q(t - t0)r-1].

(64)

From the general expansion about the leading behaviour, we find that
A1 : flla~

(65)

A2 = fl2a,

(66)

= a ( t - to)-l[1 + Z

q i ( t - to)i],

(67)

i
where a 2, and all the qi's except q4, are determined. The arbitrary constants are to, ill,/32,
q4 and the direction of a. Thus we have six arbitrary constants, while twelve are needed
for integrability. Hence the Painlev6 test indicates that NACSH is chaotic.
3.2 The Yang-Mills-Chern-Simons-Higgs system
The Lagrangian for YMCSH is given by
L=

- ~ 1 FaFuua -q-mc#uc
,[- F #uAc
g £abcttl/'l-j'lc~]
--a--bac'] q- Oufb~OUcpa - V(ItFI)"
a a~ -- "3
2

(68)
Corresponding to this Lagrangian the equations of motion are
D,,F " a + meU~flFa~fl = ig[DUqStTa~ - ~tTaDU~],
OV
OuOVO a = - 0~ba.

(69)
(70)

The u = 0 component gives the following Gauss' law constraint
I(A 1 x A 1 -~ A2

x

~k2 "-~2mA1 x A2) = - ~ x 4.

(71)

Once again YMCSH, the DS in this case, is obtained by considering spatially
homogeneous fields. Further, setting A0 = 0, the equations of motion corresponding to
the gauge fields become
-~1 + 2m~k2 + 2gE(A1 q52 - ~A1 .~) + gE(AIA2-A2 - AEA1 "A2) = 0,
(72)
fik2 q- 2m/~,l + 2gZ(A2 qb2 - ~A2-~) + gZ(AzA|-A1 - A1A1 "A2) = 0.
(73)
One constant of the motion for YMCSH is seen to be A2.flkl -- Al "/~2 + m(A12+ A22) •
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The three-component Higgs field obeys the following equation of motion:
= -gZ[(A~ + A~)¢ - (A1.¢A1 + Az.~A2)]

(74)

10V

2 0¢"

We therefore see that there are nine second-order differential equations for YMCSH,
one for each of the three components of A1, A2 and ft. This means that if the system
were integrable, there must exist 18 arbitrary constants in the Painlev6 analysis, which
may be carried out along lines identical to that in the case of NACSH. It turns out that
YMCSH does not pass the Painlev6 test for integrability, either.

4. Numerical studies on the non-abelian-Chern-Simons-Higgs system
In contrast to the abelian case, we have seen that the non-abelian counterpart is not
integrable, even in the absence of the YM term. To support this fact numerically [20] we
present in figures 2(a)-(d), phase plots corresponding to NACSH. The calculations were
performed using a Runge-Kutta fourth order algorithm with adaptive step size. In the
case of NACSH, since A1 and A2 are conjugate to each other, we need to consider only
A1, A2, • and its canonical conjugate p~. Renaming these fields for convenience as x, y,
and g respectively, we display in figures 2(a) and (b), plots of 41 vs gl respectively
with initial conditions x = y --- (0, 1, 1) and ff = g = (1,0, 1). This choice of initial
conditions automatically satisfies the Gauss' law constraint. The parameter values

(a)

1

@

-1

-2
-6

I

I

I

-3

0

3

6

Figure 2(a). Plot of qS1 vs gl for the NACSH system with parameters A = v2
= m = g2 = 1 and the initial conditions x = y = (0, 1, 1) and • = g = (1,0, 1).
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i T(b)

'

15

,~,

0

5

Figure 2(b). Plot of ~bl vs gl for the NACSH system with parameters
A = v 2 = m = 1 and g 2 = 10 and the initial conditions x = y = (0,1,1) and
¢ = g = (1,0,1).
j.to

(c)

o.oo

-I. lO

-5.00

g,

0.00

5.00

Figure 2(c). Plot of ~bl vs gl for the NACSH system with parameters
A = v 2 =g2 = 1 and m = 10 and the initial conditions x = y = (0,1,1) and
¢ = g = (1,0,1)
corresponding to these plots are A = v 2 = m = 1. However, in figure 2(a) g2 = 1 and in
2(b) g2 = 10. Clearly, while the general pattern is the same in both cases, the plots get
denser as g2 increases. In figure 2(c), we display ~bl vs gl for the same initial conditions
and parameter values except that g2 __ 1 and m -- 10. From figures 2(a), (b) and (c) it is
clear that as m increases some "regularity" in the behaviour of the phase plot is brought
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-1.50 .....................................
-20.00
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Figure 2(d). Plot of ~bl vs gi for the NACSH system with parameters v 2 = m
___ g 2 : = 1 and ~ -- 500 and the initial conditions x - - y - - (0, 1, 1) and ~ - - g = (1,0, 1).
about (in the sense that it is not so space-filling). Thus, for large m the system is close to
being integrable. In figure 2(d) the plot of 4~1 vs gl is displayed with all initial conditions
and parameter values the same as in figure 2(a) except that A = 500. The figure suggests
that as/~ increases there is a tendency towards regularity.
We now turn our attention to YMCSH. Without displaying the phase plots we comment
that as in the NACSH case. an increase in g2 makes the phase plots more space-filling.
This is to be expected as YM is anyway a chaotic system. While an increase in A brings
about more 'regularity' in the Higgs sector, it seems to have no significant effect on the
gauge sector.
We now report on results obtained in the non-abelian case by means of an extensive
study [20] of the Lyapunov exponents. We first consider the NACSH case. In order to
compare our results with those in [18], we must scale the NACSH variables in (56-58), as
follows:
A1 ~ gA1,

(75)

A2 --+ gA2,

(76)

g-~-- •

(77)

This reduces the number of parameters from three to one, and correspondingly the
equations of motion to
•/~-1 =-

[A2¢ 2 - O ( A 2 . * ) ] ,

A2 = - [ A 1 ¢2 _ ¢ ( A 1 - ¢ ) ] ,
¢ = - [ ( A 2 + A22)0 - (A1 . ¢ A I + A 2 . ¢ A 2 ) ] - 2 ¢ ( ¢ 2 - v r2)
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with ~; = )~m/g 2. Further, without loss of generality, we set the scaled variable v~ to be
unity. The scaled Lagrangian becbmes
L = ( A t .A2 - ) t 2 . A 1 ) + ¢2 _ [(A 2 + A2)¢2 _ (Al .¢)2 _ (A2"¢)2]
4 (¢2 _ 1)2.

(81/

The corresponding energy function is given by
t~

E = ¢2 + [(A~ + A22)¢ 2 - (A1 .¢)2 _ (A2" ¢)21 + ~ (¢2 _ 1)2.

(82)

In the YMCSH situation, using the same scaling as above we have the following
equations of motion:

l_

+ 2A2 + 2(A ¢ 2 - ¢A1 .¢)

m

1

+ -- (A1A2"A2 - A2AI "A2) = 0,

(83)

m

1 A2 - 2A1 + 2(A2 ¢2 -- ¢A2"¢)
m

1

+ - (A2A1 "A1 - AI A1 .Az) = 0

(84)

m

and
q) = -[(A~ + A2)¢ - (A1 "CA1 + A2'¢A2)] - ~.¢(¢2 -

11.

(85)

In contrast to NACSH there still remain two parameters here, namely, a and m. The
corresponding scaled Lagrangian is
1

L =~m (A,~ + A~) + (Aq .A2 - A2.AI) + ¢2 _ 12m [A~A~ - (AI .A2) 2]
+[(A~ + A ~ ) ¢ 2 - ( A 1 . ¢ ) 2 - (A2.¢) 2] --4(¢ 2 - 1)2

(86)

while the energy function is given by
1 '2
¢2
1
2 2
E =~mm ( a l + J H 2) +
+ ~--mm[ a l a l - ( A l . a 2 ) 2]
t~

+ [(A 2 + A21¢ 2 - (A1 .¢)2 _ (A2.¢)2] + 4 (¢2 _ 112.

(87)

We have examined the variation of the maximal Lyapunov exponent as the values of
energy and ~ are changed, for a large range of initial conditions. These conditions were
chosen to satisfy the Gauss' law constraint. Choosing a one-variable ansatz of the form
A1 =

A2 =

(i)

¢ =

(88)

for NACSH and supplementing them with
(89)
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Figure 3(a). Variation of the maximal Lyapunov exponent with energy for NACSH
for n = 0 .
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Figure 3(b). Variation of the maximal Lyapunov exponent with energy for NACSH
for ~ = 5 .
for YMCSH, we have varied x to obtain several initial conditions in the energy region of
interest. In figures 3(a) and (b), we show the behaviour of the maximal Lyapunov
exponent as a function of energy for ~ = 0 and 5. For t¢ = 0, i.e., in the absence of the
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Figure 4. Comparison of maximal Lyapunov exponent vs energy for YMCSH for
the one-variable ansatz for n = 1,m = 1 (* represents the curve) with ~ = 10,m = 1
(+ represents the curve).
Higgs potential, the system is mostly chaotic as seen from the positive value of the
Lyapunov exponent, except for one window of regularity, in the energy region 7 < E < 9.
While more transitions from order to chaos appear as ~ increases, the situation becomes
dramatic for large n as in figure 3(b), where oscillatory order-chaos behaviour appears
even from E = 3 onwards. This is the effect of an increase in the coefficient m of the
topological term. Further, we see that while order-chaos transitions occur on all scales in
YMCS [4], this is not true in NACSH. This suggests that the quartic YM coupling is
responsible for this behaviour (the occurrence of order-chaos transitions on all scales). A
more detailed analysis of the YMCSH system is therefore called for, and we proceed to
report on these numerical investigations.
Figure 4 shows the variation of the maximal Lyapunov exponent as a function of
energy for ~ = 1 and 10 and with m = 1. The graphs reveal that for large ~ (be it due to
large Higgs coupling A or small YM coupling g) the system exhibits more regularity for
low energies (in the sense of an almost vanishing maximal Lyapunov exponent). The
absence of order-chaos transitions on all scales in YMCSH shows that the quartic YM
coupling is not responsible for this feature observed in the YMCS system. Also, our
results are to be contrasted with earlier work [1, 18, 24] in which it is reported that a
YMH system becomes more regular as A increases, regardless of the energy regime
investigated.
We have determined the fraction of phase space that is regular by considering [21]
about 100 initial conditions for energies ranging from 1 to 10. We find that for small n,
NACSH becomes chaotic more or less monotonically as the energy is increased. For large
~, however, there is no such simple behaviour. For the NACSH system, all the
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calculations in this regard were carded out with a straightforward Runge-Kutta fourth
order routine, preserving constants of the motion to an accuracy of one part in 105.
However, for calculations of exponents for YMCSH an adaptive step-size Runge-Kutta
routine was necessary to ensure energy conservation to the same degree of accuracy as in
the case of NACSH.

5. Discussion and conclusions
From the numerical studies reported here on the abelian and non-abelian Chern-Simons-Higgs systems, we arrive at some very interesting conclusions relating to the rich variety
of phase space behaviour in these systems, some of these being counter-intuitive. The
boundedness of the motion in phase space seems to be a common feature for both the
YMH and NACSH systems. This is in contrast to the situation in the abelian Higgs
system. This feature is thus independent of the details of the non-abelian nature of the
couplings, i.e., whether it is of the YM type or the CS type.
Contrary to what we may expect intuitively, it is not true that an increase in
"regularizes" the gauge term at all energies. If the increase in n is due to one in the Higgs
coupling, the degree of regularity may be intuitively expected to increase; but if the
increase in ~ is due to a decrease in the gauge coupling, it is not established that further
regular islands appear for all small (non-zero) values of the gauge coupling. As borne out
by our studies, however, an increase in the scaled parameter ~ enhances the regularity
only for small energies [21]. This feature can be understood better if we realise that
appearance of regularity also depends on the nature and availability of the phase space.
When more regions in phase space become accessible, it is plausible that randomness
could increase and the KAM tori structure could get further broken.
Another aspect is that as the energy increases, the maximal Lyapunov exponent
increases in magnitude in the YMCSH system. Thus the YM term takes over for large
energies and the CS term produces the "oscillatory" effect between regularity and chaos.
While large windows of regularity exist in NACSH, this is not true for YMCSH. This
could perhaps be traced back to the interplay between the "oscillatory effect" of the CS
term, the "regularizing effect" of the Higgs term, and the completely chaotic signature of
the YM term.
The message from our investigations is as follows. In contrast to systems with a few
degrees of freedom, relatively complex systems of the sort we have considered, governed
by non-trivial symmetries, can display unusual and rich dynamical behaviour, thanks to
the intricate interplay between the various coupling constants. As even CSH (the simplest
DS that we have considered) shows, its integrable nature is lost on including a linear
coupling to the Maxwell term (to yield MCSH). As the number of degrees of freedom
increases, the intricacies and the chaotic nature of phase plots increases, as may be
expected. The next step would be the study of the case of a full-fledged field theory,
where it would be necessary to identify good quantifiers of chaos. At the present stage our
understanding of the connections (if any) between the analytical tests of integrability like
the ARS conjecture and numerical methods as in the Fermi-Pasta-Ulam approach is
rather poor. Further, several problems relating to the significance of chaos in field
theories quantized using semi-classical quantization prescriptions remain open. The role
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of chaos in field theories that support topological solutions is not understood completely,
although some interesting results have been obtained (see, for example, [11, 25]); and
finally, the implications of the lack of integrability in quantum field theories are yet to be
examined.
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